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ABSTRACT. This research uses evolutionary theory to evaluate followers’ preferences for physically formidable
leaders and to identify conditions that stimulate those preferences. It employs a population-based survey
experiment (N  760), which offers the advantages to internal validity of experiments and external validity of
a highly heterogeneous sample drawn from a nationally representative subject pool. The theoretical argument
proffered here is followers tend to prefer leaders with greater physical formidability because of evolutionary
adaptations derived from humans’ violent ancestral environment. In this environment, individuals who allied
with and ultimately followed physically powerful partners were more likely to acquire and retain important
resources necessary for survival and reproduction because the presence of the physically powerful partner
cued opponents to avoid a challenge for the resources or risk a costly confrontation. This argument suggests
and the results indicate that threatening (war) and nonthreatening (peace, cooperation, and control) stimuli
differentially motivate preferences for physically formidable leaders. In particular, the findings suggest
threatening conditions lead to preferences for leaders with more powerful physical attributes, both
anthropometric (i.e., weight, height, and body mass index) and perceptual (i.e., attributes of being ‘‘physically
imposing or intimidating’’ and ‘‘physically strong’’). Overall, this research offers a theoretical framework
from which to understand this otherwise seemingly irrational phenomenon. Further, it advances the emerging
but long-neglected investigation of biological effects on political behavior and has implications for a
fundamental process in democratic society, leader selection.
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of information and evoke social stereotypes and
emotions. Evidence suggests individuals infer information that predicts election outcomes with as little as one
second of exposure to a candidate’s image.3 Researchers have found evaluations of political leaders and
election outcomes can be predicted with physical
attributes of leaders such as attractiveness,4,5,6,7,8,9
‘‘looking the part’’ (e.g., competence),3,8,9,10,11 votercandidate facial similarity,12 masculinity-femininity, 13,14 vocal communications, 15,16,17 obesity, 18
height,19,20,21 sex,22,23 and skin color.24
Some scholars explain these effects by concluding
physical features prime elements of modern leadership
prototypes such as competence, intelligence, and leadership skills.25 Others suggest they reflect the influence

deal’’ citizens and political sophisticates scoff
at the idea that a candidate’s physical
appearance could affect the likelihood that
people will vote for that person, but substantial
evidence suggests this is the case. Individuals heavily
rely on heuristics in political decision making1,
including using heuristics associated with the physical
characteristics of candidates when voting. Lau and
Redlawsk2 identify candidate appearance as ‘‘possibly
the most important (or at least most frequently
employed)’’ political heuristic. They conclude this
because visual images are ubiquitous in the social and
political worlds and because they convey vast amounts
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of evolutionary forces on leader preferences.26,27 In
support of this position, candidate appearance effects
have been found cross-culturally,13,28,29,30,31 in children,32 and neurologically.31,33 These cross-cultural,
developmental, and biological findings suggest responses
to candidate appearance are not solely idiosyncratically
transmitted through learned cultural practices, as
suggested by the standard social science model,34 but
may also be stimulated by universal forces derived from
human evolution.35
Following this line of argumentation, this study
offers an explanation for the phenomenon of follower
preferences for physically formidable leaders based on
the evolutionary theory of natural selection.36 Research
shows that individuals imagine or ideate national
leaders who are taller than the typical citizen,19 and
election outcomes in the United States substantiate a
height-leader connection.21 For example, the tallest of
the two United States major-party candidates from
1789 to 2012 won in 58 percent of presidential
elections and received the majority of the popular vote
in 67 percent of those elections. Moreover, all pairs of
major-party presidential nominees held a substantial
height advantage over the typical male citizen to the
point that even the shortest nominees for each election
year as a group held a substantial height advantage
over the typical male citizen.37
Darwin’s theory of natural selection36 can provide an
analytical lens through which to understand this
phenomenon. Evidence suggests the evolutionary environment for ancestral humans was violent as individuals
competed with others inside and outside their group,
including nonhuman predators, for resources to survive
and reproduce.38,39,40,41,42,43 These evolutionary resources included physical assets such as hunting territory
and mates as well as psychological resources, most likely
related to social esteem, such as vengeance and
belligerence.39 Because aggressors wanted to reduce
the risk of harm to themselves, much of the violence
targeted weak and defenseless opponents who could not
effectively repulse an attack.39 Individuals who partnered with more physically formidable allies benefitted
from the physical prowess signaled by their ally to
potential challengers. Challengers knew the powerful
ally would likely join in any confrontation and increase
the challenger’s potential costs of confrontation as well
as reduce the challenger’s probability of success.44,45,46
As such, individuals with physically powerful allies were
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more likely to survive and reproduce, because they were
less likely to be challenged for important resources.46
Physically powerful allies could readily become leaders
because providing physical protection was a costly but
remunerated behavior. By providing protection, the
physically formidable ally could increase access to
important survival and reproductive resources by
signaling desirable qualities to attract other allies47
(and mates) and/or exchanging this service for prestige
bestowed by an ally or allies including deference to the
powerful ally’s decisions.48 Given that human evolution
is measured in millennia,49 this mismatched preference50
for physically formidable leaders persists today even
though modern leaders are extremely unlikely to engage
in physical combat on behalf of their followers.42
This brief review suggests that threatening and
nonthreatening stimuli should differentially motivate
preferences for physically formidable leaders via
evolutionary psychological mechanisms such that
threatening conditions lead to preferences for leaders
with greater physical formidability. In an effort to
assess this evolutionary argument, this article next
provides the theoretical bases for the expectation that
followers have a preference for more physically
formidable leaders. The next section details the
conduct and results of the population-based survey
experiment that uses a highly heterogeneous subject
pool drawn from a nationally representative sample (N
 760), which, therefore, accrues benefits to both the
internal and external validity of the study. The results
detailed in the following section suggest, consistent
with the evolutionary argument presented here, that
threat stimulates a preference for more physically
formidable leaders. The final section puts the results
in context and presents possibilities for future advances
in this literature. More broadly, this research sheds
light on one of the key processes in a democracy, leader
selection. Moreover, it proffers a theoretical basis for
understanding this seemingly irrational behavior, and it
contributes to the growing but long-neglected investigation of biological effects on political behavior.

Evolution and leadership
Evolution shapes humans with traits that promote
survival and reproductive success in the course of their
interactions with their social and physical environ-
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ments.36 These traits can be physical and psychological (i.e., cognitive, emotional, and motivational).49,51
Because the speed of human evolution is counted in
millennia,49 modern humans still possess instincts of
hominids living in the human environment of evolutionary adaptedness or EEA.34,52 The human EEA is
the scientifically informed reconstructions or statistical composite of the ancestral conditions in and
selection pressures under which humans evolved.52,53
Evolutionary instincts can seem irrational in, or
‘‘mismatched’’ to, the modern context and, in the
worst cases of evolutionary mismatch, be maladaptive.50 For instance, changes in food acquisition from
hunting-gathering to agricultural production have
resulted in greater consumption of carbohydrates
and saturated fats, which are associated with illnesses
related to diet such as cardiovascular disease and
diabetes mellitus.54,55 Similarly, neurobiological systems that evolved in hunter-gatherers to regulate risk
decisions involving immediate and tangible consequences for survival and reproduction, such as food
acquisition, can result in pathological gambling in the
modern casino gaming context of abstract currency
and delayed losses, such as the symbolic value of chips
and chip counts.56
Applying this logic to leadership-followership,
scholars have argued that modern preferences for
traits in leaders can be affected by solutions that
evolved during the evolutionary environment.27,41,57
That is, contemporary humans discount elements of
modern, large-scale society, such as high population
density and complex bureaucracy, and use cues to
effective leadership that were employed by ancestral
humans in evolutionary, small-scale societies. Evolutionary societies most likely consisted of smaller
groups of 10 to 30 individuals, who cohered for daily
living activities such as foraging, reproduction, and
exploring, that were loosely connected to larger
groups of 150 to 500 individuals who shared a
common culture or communication method.41,52,58
Group hierarchies occurred naturally, but coalitions
of subordinates kept leading members in line using
criticism, ridicule, ostracism, and, in extreme cases,
execution.59 Predation by animals and conflict within
and between groups was common as individuals and
gro ups competed for l and, food, and status.38,39,40,41,42,43,60 Groups with leaders were more
likely to survive in ancestral times because leaders
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provided evolutionary benefits to followers by coordinating group movement, keeping peace within the
group, and leading activities against competing
groups.41 In particular, group leadership often required physical prowess as leaders were frequently
called on to lead group hunts, quell fights within the
group, and organize raids against other groups.42
Because so many leadership domains in ancestral
history required physical strength and stamina,
human ancestors most likely valued indicators of
physical fitness such as height, weight, energy, and
health.42 For instance, Chagnon38 reported that
traditional societies that experienced a great deal of
group conflict were often led by individuals characterized as fierce warriors.
The preferences of modern followers reflect these
evolutionary factors via several connections. First,
people quickly create enduring dominance hierarchies, at times on a ‘‘first-glance’’ basis, that form
prior to any verbal exchange.61 In particular, individuals can visually gauge others’ physical formidability
in terms of strength and fighting skills.62 This ability is
most likely based on the nontrivial correlation
between strength and fighting skills60 and the efficacy
of height as an ‘‘honest’’ or reliable signal63 for
strength and fighting skills.62 Further, followers tend
to favor more dominant leaders under conditions of
threat.13,64,65 This comports with evidence that
persons with greater relative height are perceived as
more capable and competent66 and further evidence
that people with greater physical stature are more
respected and feared by potential opponents.67,68 It is
reasonable to conclude these psychological tendencies
can affect individual behavior in modern intra- and
intergroup competition. For instance, people tend to
prefer economic and political allies with greater
physical stature69 as well as leaders with greater
physical stature.19,20,21,70,71 These tendencies are
consistent with primate research showing the social
rank of a group member is related to the social rank of
that individual’s allies. This dependent rank theory
asserts that individual group members know a
powerful member will support an ally in a fight and,
therefore, anticipate the probable outcome of the
fight. So the powerful ally’s presence signals the
adversary to submit to the ally or withdraw before
the fight commences.44
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Physical stature and leadership

Classical Greeks and Mayans. This is also consistent
with studies of modern humans. There is evidence of a
cognitive foundation to the relationship. Words such as
‘‘high,’’ ‘‘top,’’ and ‘‘up’’ are associated with greater
power, and greater power is associated with positions
nearer the top of an image (e.g., higher boxes on an
organizational chart).87 Similarly, objects imprinted
with symbols indicating greater value are perceived as
being physically larger than identically sized objects
imprinted with symbols of lesser value.88,89 Preverbal
infants (10–13 months old) have been shown to
demonstrate a size-status relationship by assigning
greater social dominance to the larger of two anthropomorphized, animated blocks confronting each other
over a physical location.90
In further evidence of symbolic effects, subjects
primed with information about the successes of
terrorists estimate that a nonspecified terrorist is
physically larger and stronger, while subjects primed
with information about the failures of terrorists (e.g.,
the killing of Osama bin Laden) estimate that a
nonspecified terrorist is physically smaller and weaker.91 Analogously, evidence suggests nonverbal cues
that increase the social status of an individual
accomplish this by altering perceptions (increasing) of
the person’s size.92 Humans to whom higher authority
status is imputed are viewed as taller than their actual
height93,94,95 and, conversely, people impute higher
professional status to taller individuals.96,97 This
comports with findings that shorter men are more
likely to do physically demanding work, while taller
men are more likely to do sedentary work.98 Further
evidence suggests taller males achieve higher levels of
educational and professional success.99,100,101,102
Finally, leadership research suggests there are several
commonly held modern leadership prototypes (e.g.,
charisma, competence, dedication, integrity, intelligence, leadership, reliability, and sensitivity),103,104,105
and evidence suggests physical attributes may prime
elements of these prototypical traits.25 In line with this
perspective, research indicates height positively impacts the perception of leadership,70,71 and physical
stature influences the selection of corporate and
government executives.106 In the political context
specifically, perceptions of a candidate’s height depend
on voters’ preferences regarding that candidate.20
Further, winners of political elections are viewed as
being taller after their victory than before,20,107 and

There is substantial empirical evidence to support
the link between physical formidability and leadership
attainment. The evidence comes from a diversity of
contexts and fields including anthropology, economics,
nonhuman animal behavior, and psychology. Formidability is defined as the potential to hold resources by
imposing costs on challengers.62 Generally speaking,
size is an effective indicator of fighting ability,60,72 such
that larger animals are more likely to win physical
contests.73 Smaller competitors often lose contests
because larger competitors, who have greater resource
holding potential (RHP) due to their greater fighting
ability, are able to impose relatively greater costs on
them.46 As such, individuals commonly use physical
size as an indicator of RHP73 and compare their size to
a competitor’s in an effort to assess relative RHP and
avoid contests in which costs are expected to be too
high.45,67,74 Unsurprisingly, then, when communicating aggression to an individual competitor or group of
competitors, nonhuman animals frequently display
dominance in ways that exaggerate their size.72 In
evolutionary terms, ancestors who chose physically
formidable allies were more likely to survive and
reproduce, because potential challengers received a
signal about the probable negative outcome of a
physical conflict.46 This signal was particularly strong
because physical stature was a widely available, quick,
and effective indicator of RHP.62,75
Research regarding nonhuman animal behavior demonstrates a positive relationship between social rank and
physical size. For instance, the great apes, African
elephants and Red Deer, and varieties of ants, birds, and
fish manifest this relationship.76,77,78,79,80,81 This research suggests size acts as a cue for strength when
nonhuman animals encounter a fight-or-flight decision
under conditions of conflict.82
Millennia-old anthropological evidence suggests
there was a tendency in human groups, as well as
nonhuman animal groups, for social status and rank to
be associated with physical stature.83 For instance, Boix
and Rosenbluth84 find physical height is associated with
greater political and economic power in early huntergatherer and Egyptian societies as well as modern
European Monarchies. Angel85 and Haviland86 found a
strong positive correlation between physical stature and
‘‘political control’’ among skeletal remains of pre-
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Table 1. Treatments and balance, in percentages
Treatments

N

War
227
Peace
254
Cooperation
261
Control
258
v2 (p-value, two-tailed)
F (p-value, two-tailed)

Female

Mean Age

Ideology (liberal)

Income

Race (white)

HS Grad

News interest

51.0
56.0
53.0
53.0
0.81
–

51.6
52.4
52.6
52.4
–
0.80

30.8
33.1
30.4
31.8
0.91
–

40.6
42.1
46.2
41.5
0.82
–

72.8
74.4
73.5
74.0
0.49
–

24.6
25.6
33.1
27.1
0.47
–

55.8
54.3
52.3
55.0
0.75
–

followers describe their ideal national leader as being
taller than the typical citizen of their country.19
In summary, this line of argumentation leads to the
expectation that modern followers prefer leaders with
greater physical stature under conditions of threat due
to a psychological mechanism that evolved in response
to the violent environment ancestral humans endured.
If this perspective is correct, then threatening stimuli
should trigger a preference for leaders with greater
physical stature. The experimental study described in
the next section tests this assertion.

slightly more female (52.8 percent in the subject pool
versus 50.8 percent reported by the Census), slightly
more racially diverse (white/Caucasian: 73.1 percent
versus 77.7 percent), similar in terms of wealth
(median income of $50,000 to $59,999 versus median
of $53,046), less Hispanic (8.3 percent versus 17.1
percent), and more educated (34.9 percent college
graduates versus 28.5 percent).

Design
Subjects were randomly assigned by the survey
system to one of four experimental groups using simple
random assignment. The treatments consisted of
vignettes asking subjects to ideate the national leader
they would like to lead their country under conditions
of war, peace, a crisis requiring nationwide cooperation
to overcome, or a control condition that provides no
contextual information. The war condition was designed to serve as the threat condition, while the peace,
cooperation, and control conditions were designed to
serve as the nonthreat conditions. The complete
vignettes appear in Appendix B. Following treatment,
subjects were asked to describe in words their ideated
leader and then to answer a number of closed-ended
questions regarding their leadership preferences.
Random assignment to experimental groups is
intended to make the groups statistically equivalent
so that any differences in outcomes between the groups
are attributable to the treatments. A statistically
significant v2 test of a multinomial logit model in
which group assignment is regressed on subject gender
and age and series of indicator variables for political
ideology, family income, race, education, and news
interest indicates the randomization process did not
generate statistically equivalent experimental groups
(v2(114) ¼ 709.46, p , 0.001). Table 1 provides further
details on group equivalency. Despite the statistically
significant multinomial regression model, none of the
tests of the joint distributions of the covariates

Data and methods
The experiment was fielded as part of the 2012
Cooperative Congressional Elections Study (CCES).
The CCES is an ongoing series of online surveys
administered to a nationally stratified sample by
YouGov/Polimetrix. The firm nonrandomly recruits
large numbers of volunteer respondents from which it
uses proximity matching to the American Community
Survey (in this case the 2008 survey) conducted by the
U.S. Census Bureau to construct a representative
sample of adults in the United States. The survey was
administered before and after the 2012 presidential
election and consisted of two parts: a common section
of questions asked of 54,535 respondents and team
modules administered to subsamples of 1,000 respondents. This research is based on questions in the
common and team content modules that were administered in the pre-election wave. The result is a highly
heterogeneous experimental subject pool (N  760)
drawn from a nationally representative populationbased survey that enjoys the advantages of experimentation for the internal validity of the study and a
nationally representative sample for external validity.108 See Appendix A for information on the subject
pool. Overall, compared to reports by the Census
Bureau,109 the experimental subject pool appears to be
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indicates statistical imbalances among the treatment
groups. Nonetheless, the analyses will be conducted
using multivariate regression to account for potentially
biasing imbalances.

control for factors other than the treatments that might
influence the outcomes. All models are estimated using
OLS regression due to the continuous nature of the
dependent variables and robust standard errors due to
evidence of heteroskedasticity. Descriptions of the
dependent variables appear in the next section.
The treatment variables are entered into the models
as a series of three indicator variables, with the war
treatment serving as the comparison group. As such,
the expectation is that the signs on the treatment
coefficients will be negative. The control variables
include sociodemographic controls for subject gender
(female), age in years, and a series of indicator
variables for race (comparison: white/Caucasian),
education (comparison: high school degree or less),
and family income (comparison: less than $20,000).
They also include political controls using a series of
indicator variables for political ideology (comparison:
liberal) and news interest (comparison: lowest level).
In addition, the models include two biologically
related controls. The first is sex of ideated leader
(comparison: neither/either versus male or female),
which accounts for the well-known sexual dimorphism
related to size in humans. More specifically, evidence
dating back three to four million years indicates males
have been and continue to be physically larger and
stronger than females.110 As such, an ideated female
leader should be physically smaller than an ideated
male leader. The second biologically related control is
the socioeconomic status (SES) of the ideated leader.
Leaders often emerge from the ranks of social and
economic elites, who tend to have greater physical
stature because of nutritional advantages they held
during their developmental years.111 So individuals
may simply have learned to expect leaders to possess
greater physical stature.
The survey also asked subjects to estimate the
education and current income of their ideated leader.
While education occurs during a person’s developmental years, current income does not. But current income
in the United States is often nontrivially associated with
household income during childhood, 112 so it is
reasonable to include this measure in the construction
of the leader SES variable. Further, estimates using only
leader education, which primarily occurs during
developmental years, vary inconsequentially from the
combined measure. The leader education and leader
income variables are ordinal measures that range from

Manipulation check
Tests indicate the treatments successfully manipulated subjects’ assessment of the relative threat posed
by the war, peace, and control vignettes and the relative
cooperation required by the cooperation and control
vignettes. Subjects in the war, peace, and control
groups were asked this post-treatment question:
‘‘How dangerous in terms of your country’s long-term
survival is the situation facing the preferred leader you
just described?’’ Subjects in the cooperation group were
not asked this question, because there was no intention
to stimulate a threat response in the cooperation
treatment. The response set ranged from 1 for ‘‘not at
all dangerous’’ to 7 for ‘‘very dangerous.’’ The mean
score for subjects treated with the war vignette was 4.6
(SD ¼ 1.6). The mean score for subjects treated with
the peace vignette was 3.8 (SD ¼ 1.7), while the mean
score for the subjects treated with the control vignette
was 4.4 (SD ¼ 1.7). The difference in means between
the war and peace vignettes achieves conventional
levels of statistical significance (p , 0.001, one-tailed),
while the difference between the war and control
vignettes approaches conventional levels of statistical
significance (p ¼ 0.10, one-tailed).
Similarly, subjects in the cooperation and control
groups were asked this post-treatment question: ‘‘As
indicated above, how much cooperation do the citizens
of your country need to give the preferred leader you
just described?’’ Subjects in the war and peace groups
were not asked this question because there was no
intention to stimulate a cooperation response in those
treatments. The response set ranged from 1 for ‘‘not
much cooperation’’ to 7 for ‘‘a great deal of cooperation.’’ The mean score for subjects treated with the
cooperation vignette was 5.9 (SD ¼ 1.2), while the
mean score for the subjects treated with the control
vignette was 5.7 (SD ¼ 1.3). The difference between the
cooperation and control vignette achieved conventional levels of statistical significance (p ¼ 0.02, one-tailed).

Data analysis
Due to possible imbalances in group assignment, the
tests are conducted using multivariate regression to
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weight’’ (25.0 to 29.9), and ‘‘obese’’ (. 30.0). A 5 0 9’’
tall person weighing less than 125 pounds would be
classified as ‘‘underweight,’’ while the same person
weighing between 125 and 168 pounds would be
‘‘normal’’ weight. On the other hand, someone of that
height weighing between 169 and 202 pounds would
be ‘‘overweight,’’ while at more than 202 pounds the
person would be classified as ‘‘obese.’’113 Individuals at
the extremes of BMI are more frail or less vigorous,
while individuals in the middle range are likely to be
more physically capable of leveraging their physical
endowments. The Harvard School of Public Health114
reports individuals at extreme levels of BMI are more
likely to be at risk for disease, while Puhl and Heuer115
report that overweight and obese individuals are often
negatively stereotyped as ‘‘lazy, unmotivated, lacking
in self-discipline, less competent, noncompliant, and
sloppy.’’ This is consistent with findings in relation to
leadership. Re and colleagues71 show that individuals
with faces indicating elevated BMI are rated lower in
leadership traits. Similarly, Roehling and coauthors18
find that obese individuals are less likely to emerge as
candidates for political office and, when they do,
receive lower absolute vote share and lower relative
vote share compared to their more slender opponents.
Figure 1 presents silhouettes of average people across a
range of BMIs controlling for height.116 It shows how a
person can reach levels of BMI via changes in weight
such that s/he is unlikely to possess the stamina or
condition needed to exploit even unusual height. The
expectation is that estimates of BMI will be greater
under the threat condition than the nonthreat conditions, but not to the point of extreme obesity.
The results of the multivariate analyses support the
expectation that individuals tend to prefer leaders with
greater physical stature in the threat condition than in
the nonthreat conditions. Table 2 summarizes the
results through average treatment effects and predicted
values derived from the regression models for weight,
height, and BMI (see Appendix C). It is important to
note that all the signs on the regression coefficients for
the treatments are negative, indicating subjects consistently ideated a leader with lesser physical stature in
the nonthreat conditions (i.e., peace, cooperation, and
control) compared to the threat condition (i.e., war).
These models predict that the typical leader ideated in
time of war weighed 188.3 pounds, was 72.6 inches
tall, and had a BMI of 25.1 (just into the overweight

1, the lowest levels of education and income, to 5, the
highest levels. The leader SES variable is created by
taking the mean of the two variables, such that a score
of 1 indicates the lowest level of education and lowest
level of income and 5 indicates the highest levels of
each. Appendix A details all variables, including their
descriptive statistics.

Results
This research tests the assertion that individuals tend
to prefer more physically formidable leaders when
threat increases. As such, the first two dependent
variables are subject estimates of the weight (in
pounds) and height (in feet and inches but converted
to inches for analysis) of the leader described. Subjects
with estimates greater than 63 standard deviations for
each measure (n ¼ 16) were dropped from the analyses
to avoid unrealistic estimates of leaders who, for
example, are 9 feet tall or weigh 654 pounds. The
expectation is subjects will ideate heavier and taller
national leaders in the threat condition (war) than in
the nonthreat conditions (peace, cooperation, and
control).
The third dependent variable, body mass index
(BMI), is a simple weight-for-height index that is
widely used by health care professionals as an indicator
of body fatness and, therefore, as an initial screen for
health problems.113 In terms of displays in aggressive
communication,72 BMI could be considered a performance or endurance display, which conveys the ability
of a signaler to exploit an advantage in height or
weight. For this research, it is calculated from the
leader heights and weights estimated by subjects. The
formula is reported in Appendix A. BMI is not a perfect
measure of obesity or health, because muscle is heavier
than fat. So muscular individuals such as athletes may
have a higher BMI but do not carry excessive body fat,
while slight individuals such as elderly people who
have lost muscle mass may have a lower BMI but do
carry excessive body fat. Nonetheless, it is a widely
accepted and longstanding measure of health because
most people are not athletes or elderly, it is correlated
with more precise measures of body fat, and, it usefully
predicts risk of disease.114
Medical experts categorize BMI results into ‘‘underweight’’ (, 18.5), ‘‘normal’’ (18.5 to 24.9), ‘‘over-
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Figure 1. Male and female silhouettes by BMI. Note: The silhouettes appear in order from lower to higher BMI:
normal (23.5), overweight (27.7), obese level-1 (33.3), obese level-2 (37.8), and morbidly obese (45.0)116
explanation is that the mention of ‘‘national crisis’’ in
the cooperation condition stimulated a threat reaction
as well. Because the cooperation condition was not
intended to stimulate threat, subjects assigned that
treatment did not receive a manipulation check for
threat. So this issue remains open for future investigation.
At a certain point, a person can possess excessively
large physical proportions that lead to unhealthiness
instead of physical formidability. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of leader BMIs based on subjects’ estimates of leader weight and height placed into the
common BMI categories of underweight, normal,
overweight, and obese. The flatter distribution (i.e.,
more negative kurtosis) for the war condition stands
out from the more sharply peaked distributions (i.e.,
more positive kurtosis) for the peace, cooperation, and
control conditions. The figure shows that in the war
condition subjects were more likely to ideate leaders in

category), when all covariates are held at their means.
The table shows subjects in the war/threat condition
ideated a national leader eight pounds heavier, threetenths of an inch taller (p ¼ 0.08, one-tailed), and eighttenths of a point larger in BMI than subjects in the
peace condition.
The results suggest similar but smaller differences
between the war and control conditions, although the
difference in height did not achieve a conventional level
of statistical significance using a one-tailed test. On the
other hand, the differences between the war and
cooperation conditions are not statistically discernible
for height and BMI, and the difference only reaches a
marginal level of statistical significance for weight (p ¼
0.07, one-tailed). While the results for comparisons
between the war condition and the peace and control
conditions are primarily as expected, the statistical
results for the comparison of the war and cooperation
conditions are unexpectedly weak. One plausible
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Table 2. Summary of treatment effects and predicted
values, anthropometric measures.
Treatment effects

Weight (pounds)
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Height (inches)
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
BMI (score)
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control

Predicted values

ATE
(v. War)

SE

p*

Value

SE

–
7.99
3.45
6.23

–
2.26
2.37
2.25

–
, 0.001
0.07
0.003

188.27
180.28
184.82
182.05

1.74
1.49
1.61
1.42

–
0. 32
0. 07
0. 26

–
0. 23
0. 25
0. 23

–
0.08
0.39
0.13

72.56
72.24
72.49
72.30

0.18
0.15
0.18
0.14

–
0.86
0.35
0.63

–
0.28
0.31
0.28

–
0.001
0.13
0.01

25.09
24.23
24.74
24.46

0.21
0.19
0.23
0.18

Figure 2. Distribution of BMI categories, by treatment.
rotation yields two factors. The first factor includes
competent, dependable, and intelligent, which are
characteristics typically found among the commonly
held modern leadership prototypes.103,104,105 Together
these three items build a scale related to prototypical
leadership traits with Chronbach’s a ¼ 0.91. The
second factor includes athletic, attractive, physically
fit, and physically strong. Together these four items
build a scale related to physical attractiveness, a
physical characteristic frequently found to affect
leadership preferences,4,5,6,7,8,9 with Chronbach’s a ¼
0.88. The three remaining items, dominant, friendly,
and physically imposing or intimidating, do not load
on a factor.
These perceptual measures serve as the second set of
dependent variables. The primary expectations are that
subjects will ideate a more physically imposing or
intimidating leader and a more physically strong leader
under conditions of war/threat. The remaining items
are analyzed to provide context. Previous research on
dominance in facial features suggests subjects will also
prefer a more dominant leader under conditions of
war/threat,13,64,65 although this characteristic is not
specifically related to physical characteristics in this
study. For instance, an individual could be psychologically but not physically dominant. On the other hand,
prototypical leadership traits, by definition, should be
desirable regardless of context such that the treatments
should not generate differences. Otherwise, physical
attractiveness and friendliness have been positively
associated with leadership preferences, but it is not

Note: Dependent variables are subjects’ estimates of their ideated leader’s
weight and height and the leader’s resulting BMI. See Appendix C for the
full regression models from which these estimates are derived.
*

one-tailed test.

the overweight, but not obese, category and less likely
to ideate leaders in the normal category. Nearly 45
percent of subjects in the war condition ideated an
overweight leader versus a maximum of 36 percent
(peace) under the other conditions. On the other hand,
nearly 50 percent described a leader in the normal
category after the war treatment versus a minimum of
57 percent (cooperation) after the other treatments. It
should also be noted that few subjects, regardless of
treatment group, described a likely unhealthy underweight (maximum 3 percent in cooperation) or obese
leader (maximum 6 percent in war).
The anthropometric models suggest individuals do
indeed prefer leaders with greater physical stature
under conditions of threat. To confirm the anthropometric results, the questionnaire also asked subjects to
assess their ideated leader in terms of a number of
nonanthropometric or perceived characteristics. Specifically, it asked subjects to indicate ‘‘How well does
each word or phrase describe your preferred leader?’’
coded on a 7-point scale from ‘‘not well at all’’ (1) to
‘‘extremely well’’ (7). Ten characteristics were randomly presented: athletic, attractive, competent, dependable, dominant, friendly, intelligent, physically fit,
physically imposing or intimidating, and physically
strong. Appendix D presents the bivariate correlations
for these measures. Factor analysis with varimax
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held at their means, for being physically imposing in
the threat condition was 4.3, while the other conditions
range from 3.8 to 3.9. Subjects expressed a substantively similar preference for physically strong leaders
under conditions of war, although the statistical effects
are weaker. The predicted score for being physically
strong under conditions of war was 5.3, while the other
conditions range from 5.0 to 5.1. Consistent with the
anthropometric results, these analyses suggest conditions of threat stimulate a preference for a more
physically formidable leader. On the other hand,
subjects only statistically preferred a more physically
attractive leader when comparing conditions of war to
conditions of cooperation, which suggests the preference for physical formidability under threat is not
simply a preference for positive physical characteristics
in general.
In terms of nonphysical characteristics, the substantive results and two of the three statistical results
suggest subjects tend to prefer a more dominant leader
during times of war. The predicted score for dominance
under conditions of war was 5.3, while the other
conditions range from a statistically discernible 4.9
(peace and cooperation) to a statistically indiscernible
5.2 (control). Contrary to expectations, subjects also
expressed a statistically discernible preference for
leaders with more prototypical leadership traits under
conditions of war. The predicted score for prototypical
leadership skills under conditions of war was 6.6, while
the other conditions yielded a score of 6.5. Finally, the
treatments do not stimulate any discernible preferences
for a friendly leader. Although statistically inconsequential, the positive signs on the treatment coefficients
in the friendly model confirm a seemingly commonsensical post hoc argument that people would be least
likely to prefer a friendly leader in time of war. In all,
the results of the anthropometric and perceptual
analyses substantially support the assertion that there
is a preference for more physically formidable leaders
under conditions of threat.

Table 3. Summary of treatment effects and predicted
values, perceptual measures.
Treatment effects
ATE
(v. War)
Physically intimidating
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Physically strong
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Physically attractive
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Dominant
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Prototypical leadership
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Friendly
War
Peace
Cooperation
Control

Predicted values

p*

Value

SE

–
0.37
0.46
0.44

–
–
0.18 0.02
0.18 0.01
0.18 0.01

4.30
3.93
3.84
3.86

0.13
0.12
0.13
0.12

–
0.14
0.29
0.21

–
–
0.14 0.15
0.15 0.03
0.14 0.07

5.25
5.11
4.97
5.04

0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10

–
0.04
0.19
0.06

–
–
0.11 0.37
0.12 0.05
0.11 0.30

5.18
5.14
4.98
5.12

0.08
0.08
0.09
0.08

–
0.41
0.45
0.13

–
–
0.14 0.002
0.15 0.001
0.14 0.19

5.31
4.90
4.86
5.18

0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10

–
0.14
0.14
0.12

–
–
0.08 0.04
0.08 0.04
0.08 0.07

6.62
6.48
6.47
6.50

0.05
0.07
0.06
0.06

–
0.06
0.01
0.09

–
–
0.11 0.30
0.12 0.48
0.11 0.22

6.02
6.08
6.03
6.10

0.08
0.08
0.09
0.07

SE

Note: Dependent variables are subjects’ ratings of their ideated leader
based on the prompt: ‘‘How well does each word or phrase describe your
preferred leader?’’ coded on a 7-point scale from ‘‘not well at all’’ (1) to
‘‘extremely well’’ (7). Physically attractive is a 7-point scale constructed
from ratings of ‘‘athletic,’’ ‘‘attractive,’’ ‘‘physically fit,’’ and ‘‘physically
strong.’’ Prototypical leadership is a 7-point scale constructed from
ratings of ‘‘competent,’’ ‘‘dependable,’’ and ‘‘intelligent.’’ See Appendix E
for the full regression models from which these estimates are derived.
* one-tailed test.

clear from previous research how the experimental
conditions should affect those associations, if at all.
Table 3 summarizes the results through average
treatment effects and predicted values derived from the
perceptual regression models (see Appendix E). Except
for the characteristic of friendly, all the signs on the
regression coefficients for the treatments again are
negative, which indicates subjects consistently ideated
a leader with greater physical stature in the war/threat
condition. In terms of the physical evaluations, the
results clearly indicate substantively and statistically
that subjects had a preference for more physically
imposing or intimidating leaders under conditions of
threat. The predicted score, when all covariates are
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Discussion
Most broadly, the objective of this study is to
contribute an explanation for the phenomenal preference for leaders with greater physical stature. The
theoretical argument proffered here is that followers
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prefer leaders with greater physical formidability
because of evolutionary adaptations derived from
humans’ violent ancestral environment. In this environment, individuals who allied with and ultimately
followed physically powerful partners were more likely
to survive and reproduce because the presence of the
physically powerful ally signaled to potential opponents to avoid challenge over important survival and
reproductive resources or risk a costly confrontation.
This argument suggests threat should stimulate a
preference for a more physically formidable leader
even in the modern context. Although the effects are
not substantively large, the analyses reported in Tables
2 and 3 offer considerable support for this argument.
The results clearly indicate threat in the form of war
stimulates a preference for leaders with greater weight
and a more physically imposing or intimidating stature.
They also suggest threat stimulates a preference for
leaders with greater BMI and dominance. Further, they
provide evidence that threat of war activates a
preference for leaders with greater physical strength.
On the other hand, preferences for leader height are
substantively consistent with the argument but statistically weak.
These results also contribute to the evidence of a
consequential relationship between physical attributes
and leadership preferences.3,4,17,19,117,118 This study
advances that literature, particularly in regard to the
effects of physical stature on leadership preferences, by
using precise anthropometric measures. Unlike previous research that uses images of leaders to estimate
weight, height, or BMI,18,70,71,117 this study employs
actual anthropometric values. One notable difference is
that the results presented here show a less reliable effect
for height on leadership preferences than other
experimental studies.70,71 This may suggest the use of
heuristics to estimate height (e.g., a face) leads subjects
to project characteristics onto images that bias
estimates of height. For instance, Re and colleagues71
found that perceived height predicted leadership
ratings of an individual, but the actual height of the
individual did not.
This study also contributes to the evidence of a
preference for more dominant leaders under conditions
of threat.13,64,65 It advances this literature by extending
the domains of comparison beyond war and peace. Van
Vugt and Spisak119 showed that different leadership
preferences emerge under conditions of intergroup
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competition and intragroup cooperation. In particular,
they found that individuals prefer a male leader under
conditions of intergroup competition (i.e., outperforming another group on a task) and a female leader under
conditions of intragroup cooperation (i.e., maximizing
member investment in a group task). This study tested
for the effects of intragroup cooperation with the
cooperation treatment. While the war treatment
stimulated a greater preference among the anthropometric measures for a heavier leader (and not a taller
leader or one with greater BMI) than the cooperation
treatment, it did stimulate a preference among the
perceptual measures for a more physically imposing,
strong, and dominant leader than the cooperation
treatment. Although these results are mixed, they
suggest it may be important for leaders to signal
physical formidability to followers and not just
potential opponents.
The study’s findings raise additional questions. If the
evolutionary explanation for physically formidable
leaders presented here is correct, these effects should
be universal or near-universal.35 This study only
employs subjects from the United States. Replication
is always important in experimental research, but in
the case of evolutionary arguments replication across
cultures is especially critical to rule out idiosyncratic
cultural transmission. Cross-cultural evidence regarding preferences for more dominant13 and masculine14,118 leaders during time of threat suggests such
replications would likely be successful. Another logical
question relates to how much threat it takes to
stimulate such reactions. For instance, would threat
stimulate the preference in situations with less dire
consequences than war? In this regard, Murray and
Murray120 found in a series of studies that military
threat was associated with a preference for leaders with
greater physical stature but economic threat was not.
But that research was primarily concerned with how
threat affects preferences regarding the biological sex
of leaders.
The argument and findings presented here also raise
questions regarding preferences for female versus male
leaders. If physical formidability matters in leader
preference, and human sexual dimorphism related to
size puts women at a disadvantage in terms of physical
formidability,110 then a preference for physically
formidable leaders should result in a preference for
male leaders. Indeed, further analyses of these data
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suggest a preference for male over female leaders under
threat of war.121 This result is consistent with studies of
intergroup competition and intragroup cooperation as
well as research showing that facial masculinityfemininity affects leadership emergence differently
during conditions of war versus peace.14,118,119 As
noted by one of the anonymous reviewers, these
findings raise the possibility that the effects of physical
formidability and gender on leadership preferences
may converge on the role of testosterone in leadership.
Both physical strength and masculinity-femininity are
driven by testosterone levels. Male national leaders in
particular often make efforts to display physical power
(e.g., Ronald Reagan’s wood chopping and Vladimir
Putin’s judo demonstrations). While testosterone affects a number of traits (e.g., empathy),122 leaders
publicly displaying testosterone-fueled behaviors may
intend to project the testosterone-related traits of
aggression and dominance to followers and potential
opponents.123,124
In all, the results support the evolutionary explanation presented here for a connection between physical
stature and leadership preferences. The experimental
design and highly heterogeneous subject pool drawn
from a nationally representative sample bolster confidence in the study’s internal and external validity.108
This research touches upon a number of issues
regarding biological effects on leadership, offering a
theoretical basis for understanding the existence of a
relationship between leadership and physical stature
beyond a basic model of cultural transmission and
learning. It implies, therefore, that preference for more
physically formidable leaders may be a residual of
behavior developed over millennia. If correct, this
suggests a bias in a fundamental democratic process—
leader selection—that is difficult to extinguish. More
broadly, this research advances the investigation of
biological effects on political behavior, a perspective
that is growing but has been neglected for far too long.
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Leader income: ‘‘What is the approximate annual income
of the leader you described?’’

Variables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dependent variables
Leader weight: ‘‘How much does the leader you described
weigh (in pounds)?’’
M ¼ 183.74, SD ¼ 25.11
Leader height: ‘‘How tall (in feet and inches) is the leader
you described?’’
M ¼ 72.39, SD ¼ 2.94

Subject sex: ‘‘Are you male or female?’’
0. Male
1. Female

Leader assessments: ‘‘How well does each word or phrase
describe your preferred leader?’’ (coded ‘‘not well at all,’’ 1, to
‘‘extremely well,’’ 7).
Athletic
M ¼ 4.87, SD ¼ 1.43
Attractive
M ¼ 4.79, SD ¼ 1.41
Competent
M ¼ 6.49, SD ¼ 1.04
Dependable
M ¼ 6.52, SD ¼ 0.98
Dominant
M ¼ 5.06, SD ¼ 1.45
Friendly
M ¼ 6.06, SD ¼ 1.14
Intelligent
M ¼ 6.54, SD ¼ 0.93
Physically fit
M ¼ 5.65, SD ¼ 1.31
Physically imposing or intimidating
M ¼ 3.98, SD ¼ 1.74
j. Physically strong
M ¼ 5.09, SD ¼ 1.43
k. Scale of classic leadership traits: competent, dependable, and intelligent
M ¼ 6.51, SD ¼ 0.91
l. Scale of physical attractiveness: athletic, attractive,
physically fit, and physically strong
M ¼ 5.10, SD ¼ 1.18

Political ideology: ‘‘How would you rate each of the
following individuals and groups? Yourself.’’
0.
1.
2.
99.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
6.
99.

1st quartile
2nd quartile
3rd quartile
4th quartile
Refused/Not sure

22.82%
19.49%
23.85%
24.23%
9.62%

White
73.08%
Black or African-American
13.08%
Hispanic or Latino
8.33%
Mixed Race
2.18%
Other (includes Asian or Asian-American, Native
American, and Middle Eastern)
3.33%

Education: ‘‘What is the highest level of education you
have completed?’’
1. High school degree or less
2. Some college
3. 4-year college degree

3.08%
3.08%
7.56%
33.21%
53.08%

L IFE S CIENCES

31.54%
22.05%
42.05%
4.36%

Race/ethnicity: ‘‘What racial or ethnic group best describes
you?’’ [single choice]

Leader education: ‘‘What is the highest level of education
completed by the leader you described?’’

AND THE

Liberal
Moderate
Conservative
Not sure

Family income: ‘‘Thinking back over the last year, what
was your family’s annual income?’’ [ranges broken into
quartiles]

Independent variables
Leader sex: ‘‘What is the gender of the leader you
described?’’
-1. Male
79.10%
0. Skipped
2.69%
1. Female
18.21%

P OLITICS

47.18%
52.82%

Age: ‘‘In what year were you born?’’ [calculated in years as
2012 – year of birth]
M ¼ 51.64, SD ¼ 16.22

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

High school degree or less
High school degree and vocational training
Some college
College degree
Graduate degree

6.15%
5.64%
13.59%
24.23%
50.38%

Leader socioeconomic status (SES): mean of leader
education and leader income
M ¼ 4.19, SD ¼ 0.91

Leader BMI: (weight/height2) 3 703. Weight is entered in
pounds and height in inches.
M ¼ 24.62, SD ¼ 2.92

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

less than $50,000
$50,000 – $84,999
$85,000 – $134,999
$135,000 – $199,999
$200,000 or more

27.31%
37.82%
34.87%

News Interest: ‘‘Some people seem to follow what’s going
on in government and public affairs most of the time,
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whether there’s an election going on or not. Others aren’t that
interested. Would you say you follow what’s going on in
government and public affairs ... ?’’
4.
3.
2.
1.
99.

Most of the time
Some of the time
Only now and then
Hardly at all
Refused/Not Sure

of your country, such as a president or prime minister, whom
you would want to lead the country during a time of peace.
This should not be a real person but should be a fictitious
person who has all the characteristics and qualities you want
in the leader of your country during a time of peace.

54.23%
26.67%
12.31%
5.51%
1.28%

3. Group Cooperation
Imagine that your country has experienced a major natural
disaster that has completely cut the supply of electricity to
several million people in a number of large cities across the
country. A major, nationwide cooperative effort by citizens
to reduce electricity consumption is required until power can
be restored to the cities. Create in your mind the national
leader of your country, such as a president or prime minister,
whom you would want to lead the country in this nationwide
cooperative effort. This should not be a real person but
should be a fictitious person who has all the characteristics
and qualities you want in the leader of your country during
this major, nationwide cooperative effort.

Appendix B
Experimental vignettes
1. War
Imagine that your country is experiencing a time of ongoing
war with neighboring countries that suggests its long-term
survival is at risk. Create in your mind the national leader of
your country, such as a president or prime minister, whom
you would want to lead the country during a time of war.
This should not be a real person but should be a fictitious
person who has all the characteristics and qualities you want
in the leader of your country during a time of war.

4. Control
Create in your mind the national leader of your country, such
as a president or prime minister, whom you would want to
lead the country. This should not be a real person but should
be a fictitious person who has all the characteristics and
qualities you want in the leader of your country.

2. Peace
Imagine that your country is experiencing a time of ongoing
peace with neighboring countries that suggests its long-term
survival is not at risk. Create in your mind the national leader
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Table 1. OLS models of anthropometric measures of ideated leader.
Weight
Treatment
Peace
Cooperation
Control
Leader sex
Male
Female
Leader SES
Female subject
Age
Ideology
Moderate
Conservative
Missing
Income
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4
Missing
Race/ethnicity
Black
Hispanic
Multiple
Missing
Education
Some college
4-yr degree
News interest
Now and then
Sometimes
Most time
Missing
Constant
N
F
R2
Root MSE

Coef.

SE

7.99
3.45
6.23

2.26
2.37
2.25

6.04
25.18
0.96
0.74
0.00

3.28
3.92
1.17
1.64
0.06

0.89
3.20
1.04

2.10
1.95
4.57

0.79
0.25
4.28
0.08

2.55
2.49
2.58
3.33

2.40
2.27
3.63
0.57

Height

BMI

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

***
þ
**

0.32
0.07
0.26

0.23
0.25
0.23

þ

0.86
0.35
0.63

0.28
0.31
0.28

*
***

1.34
2.69
0.70
0.23
0.01

0.53
0.60
0.12
0.17
0.01

**
***
***
þ
*

0.13
1.81
0.64
0.14
0.01

0.43
0.52
0.16
0.21
0.01

0.43
0.02
0.10

0.23
0.20
0.40

*

0.42
0.43
0.14

0.28
0.25
0.59

0.05
0.02
0.05
0.32

0.29
0.27
0.27
0.33

0.13
0.07
0.53
0.23

0.34
0.33
0.32
0.43

3.00
2.99
4.06
4.05

0.06
0.09
0.49
0.39

0.28
0.36
0.57
0.51

0.33
0.27
0.79
0.28

0.39
0.40
0.65
0.47

0.74
1.85

2.33
2.17

0.49
0.43

0.23
0.24

0.23
0.03

0.30
0.27

0.65
0.35
0.95
9.87
191.58
780
9.13
0.27
21.79

4.44
3.88
3.97
10.72
7.20

0.26
0.41
0.43
1.34
68.66
780
16.78
0.42
2.28

0.47
0.43
0.43
0.78
0.88

0.27
0.30
0.41
0.25
28.32
780
3.39
0.11
2.80

0.61
0.57
0.57
1.59
1.00

þ

*

***

, 0.001

*
*

*
***

, 0.001

**
*
***
***

þ
*

*

***

, 0.001

*p , 0.05 **p , 0.01 ***p , 0.001 þp , 0.10 (one-tailed)
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Appendix D
Table 1. Bivariate correlations of measures of ideated leader.
Leader characteristics
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1

2

Weight
Height
0.54*
BMI
0.81* 0.04
Athletic
0.07* 0.21*
Attractive
0.02
0.08*
Competent
0.02
0.14*
Dependable
0.01
0.08*
Dominant
0.14* 0.10*
Friendly
0.04
0.05
Intelligent
0.00
0.14*
Physically fit
0.02
0.19*
Physically imposing 0.20* 0.16*
Physically strong
0.11* 0.22*
SES (scale)
0.06
0.32*
Attractive (scale)
0.06
0.20*
Leadership (scale)
0.02
0.13*

3

4

0.06
0.03
0.07*
0.05
0.10*
0.07*
0.10*
0.10*
0.13*
0.02
0.16*
0.06
0.08*

0.57*
0.19*
0.19*
0.34*
0.32*
0.22*
0.65*
0.39*
0.65*
0.14*
0.86*
0.22*

5

6

0.24*
0.26* 0.79*
0.38* 0.26*
0.37* 0.51*
0.26* 0.83*
0.55* 0.43*
0.33* 0.02
0.57* 0.25*
0.10* 0.25*
0.80* 0.32*
0.27* 0.94*

7

8

9

10

0.26*
0.53*
0.74*
0.38*
0.04
0.26*
0.20*
0.32*
0.91*

0.21*
0.28*
0.34*
0.48*
0.42*
0.10*
0.44*
0.29*

0.52*
0.44*
0.02
0.38*
0.10*
0.45*
0.57*

0.45*
0.02
0.31*
0.30*
0.37*
0.92*

11

12
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15

0.27*
0.68* 0.43*
0.22* 0.02 0.08*
0.85* 0.43* 0.86* 0.15*
0.45* 0.02 0.30* 0.27* 0.36*

* p , 0.05 (two-tailed)
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Appendix E
Table 1. OLS models of perceptual measures of ideated leader.
Physically
imposing
Coef.
Treatment
Peace
0.37
Cooperation 0.46
Control
0.44
Leader sex
Male
0.09
Female
0.48
Leader SES
0.04
Female subject 0.17
Age
0.01
Ideology
Moderate
0.15
Conservative
0.08
Missing
0.39
Income
Quartile 2
0.27
Quartile 3
0.03
Quartile 4
0.03
Missing
0.14
Race/ethnicity
Black
0.39
Hispanic
0.32
Multiple
0.56
Missing
0.54
Education
Some college 0.25
4-yr degree
0.21
News interest
Now and then 0.36
Sometimes
0.09
Most time
0.27
Missing
0.05
Constant
5.01
N
760
F
2.09 ,
0.06
R2
Root MSE
1.71

Physically
strong

Physically
attractive

Prototypical
leadership

Dominant

Friendly

SE

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

Coef.

SE

0.18 *
0.18 **
0.18 **

0.14
0.29
0.21

0.14
0.15 *
0.14 þ

0.04
0.19
0.06

0.11
0.12 þ
0.11

0.41
0.45
0.13

0.14 **
0.15 **
0.14

0.14
0.14
0.12

0.08 *
0.08 *
0.08 þ

0.40
0.43
0.08
0.13
0.00

0.34
0.40
0.14
0.44
0.01

0.36
0.04
0.38
0.53
0.07 *
0.20
0.11 *** 0.30
0.00 **
0.01

0.29
0.31
0.06
0.09
0.00

0.05
*
0.26
*** 0.19
*** 0.09
*** 0.01

0.27
0.29
0.07 **
0.11
0.00 *

0.16
0.15
0.22
0.11
0.00

0.15
0.08
0.17
0.10
0.05 *** 0.15
0.07 *
0.27
0.00 þ
0.01

0.27
0.29
0.06 **
0.09 **
0.00 *

0.18
0.16
0.33

0.16
0.04
0.24

0.14
0.12
0.28

0.17
0.15
0.35

0.11 þ
0.10 þ
0.26 þ

0.12
0.10
0.28

0.15
0.13
0.26

0.18
0.13
0.45

0.08 *
0.08 *
0.24 *

0.18
0.20
0.22

0.11 þ
0.10 *
0.25

0.21
0.19
0.20
0.24

0.22
0.20
0.31
0.42

0.16
0.15
0.16
0.19

0.06
0.07
0.18
0.25

0.12
0.12
0.13 þ
0.16 þ

0.35
0.26
0.20
0.62

0.17
0.16
0.15
0.20

*
*
þ
**

0.21
0.12
0.13
0.21

0.11 *
0.09
0.09 þ
0.13 þ

0.38
0.40
0.38
0.39

0.13
0.12
0.13
0.16

*
þ
þ
*

0.48
0.07
0.03
0.08

0.15 **
0.18
0.31
0.22

0.57
0.14
0.13
0.10

0.12 *** 0.43
0.17
0.16
0.25
0.04
0.18
0.18

0.17 **
0.20
0.38
0.21

0.11
0.27
0.32
0.24

0.10
0.14 *
0.12 **
0.16 þ

0.09
0.18
0.75
0.25

0.13
0.18
0.14 ***
0.22

0.17 þ
0.18

0.03
0.29

0.13
0.14 *

0.03
0.17

0.10
0.12 þ

0.14
0.15

0.09 þ
0.09 *

0.01
0.11

0.10
0.11

0.22
0.22
0.36
0.27

0.31
0.03
0.30
0.11
0.30
0.16
0.64
0.21
0.62 *** 4.16
762
0.001
3.94 ,
0.12
1.36

þ
þ
*
*

0.27
0.26
0.27
0.56
0.56 ***
0.001

0.19
0.19
0.31
0.53
4.27
776
4.23 ,
0.13
1.12

0.21
0.19
0.20 þ
0.44
0.45 ***
0.001

0.12
0.17
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.06
5.14
761
2.78 ,
0.08
1.41

0.12
0.19

0.29
0.24
0.27
0.13
0.28
0.24
0.58
0.59
0.51 *** 5.58
775
0.001
3.88 ,
0.15
0.86

Coef.
0.06
0.01
0.09

0.21
0.42
0.20
0.18
0.20
0.35
0.39 þ 0.15
0.36 *** 5.23
761
0.001
3.14 ,
0.08
1.11

SE
0.11
0.12
0.11

**
***
**
**

0.23 *
0.23
0.23 þ
0.57
0.45 ***
0.001

*p , 0.05 **p , 0.01 ***p , 0.001 þp , 0.10 (one-tailed)
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